UNBUILT IDEAS CATEGORY

1ST PRIZE: SOLARIS
developer SB [Solaris] Investment Pte Ltd
architect CPG Consultants Pte Ltd, TR Hamzah & Yeang
landscape Architect Tropical Environment Pte Ltd

Continuous “spiralling” landscaping connecting the basement to the roof-top is integral to the architecture, as is the atrium design which brings copious natural ventilation and filtered daylight into the public spaces. The design envisions an “eco-infrastructure” not just for the sake of “greening” the architecture and making of a unique built-form, but more importantly as “key social, interactive and creative zones”.

Impressed with the comprehensive considerations to make greenery and sustainability the driving force behind the design concept, the jury also noted that the success of the design is as much a function of its execution as it is of the strength of the conceptual convictions, but also that the designer had also considered the importance of maintenance in such a design. The Solaris is a stand-out proposal for its architectural integration of skyrise greenery.

For more information, visit skyrisegreenery.com/awards.